You could be a Jr. TreeMaster!

Work with Rooty to learn all about trees and how you can help take care of Charlotte's tree canopy!

Tree Identifier

elm  maple  oak  pine

As a Junior TreeMaster, it is important to be able to identify different types of trees. Using the words to the left, match each tree name with its leaf shape.

pine  oak  elm  maple

A-maze-ing Trees

To take care of trees, you need the right tools. Get through the maze to find the shovel.

Benefits of Trees

A Junior TreeMaster needs to know the benefits of trees and why we should care for them.

- Produce Oxygen
- A Beautiful City
- Cooler Air
- Home for Animals
- Filter Water
- Provide Shade
Junior TreeMasters need to know lots of different tree words. Complete the word search using the word bank.

BARK  SEED
BRANCH  TRUNK
LEAVES  WATER
OXYGEN  WOOD

---

Tree Puzzle

Junior TreeMasters know the different parts of trees. Complete the crossword using the clues below.

ACROSS
2  These insects often pollinate trees
3  A building material that comes from trees
4  This can grow into a new tree
5  Apples, oranges, or bananas
7  The part of a tree that attaches it to the ground and soaks up water
9  Where the seed of a pine tree is
11  The skin of trees
13  The thick part of a tree
14  Trees need this to make food

DOWN
1  These gather sunlight to make food for trees
2  Flowers just before they open
3  Trees soak this up through their roots
6  A colorful part of some trees that can make seeds or fruit
8  The sticky liquid inside a tree
10  The leaves of a pine tree
11  The part of a tree where leaves are
12  The leaf of a flower

---

For the answers, go to TreesCharlotte.org/kids.